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Report of the ANC6B Transportation Committee Meeting 

July 8, 2020 
 

Commissioners present: Corey Holman, Steve Holtzman, Kirsten Oldenburg (chairing), 

Brian Ready, Jerry Sroufe and Kelly Waud 

 

Resident Members present: Floyd Brown (6B01), John Manley (6B04), Paul Hyden (6B06), 

Stefan Katz (6B07), Carol Grissom (6B08), and John Ten Hoeve (6B09) 

 

DDOT Presentation & Community Discussion on the Pennsylvania Avenue SE Corridor 

Study1    

Greg Matlesky, DDOT’s project manager, assisted by Mike Goodno, George Branyan, and 

Kevin Harrison, presented details on the status of the Study.  The objectives of the presentation 

were to gather user thoughts on the corridor, ideas and concerns about the project, feedback on 

the 3 candidate alternatives, and identify any missing elements.   

 

The Study’s goal is to redesign the corridor to provide for safer, more accessible multimodal 

transportation options for all users.  The corridor (2nd Street SE to Barney Circle) currently has 3 

travel lanes in each direction and fulltime parking with a wide median in the center.  The Study’s 

traffic and safety studies were conducted prior to the advent of the Covid-19 pandemic which has 

changed road travel patterns.  Currently, the corridor has a bicycle level of stress (LTS) rating of 

4, meaning that most bicyclists find the route uncomfortable.  DDOT expects it to take about 4 

years to complete the analysis, do the design work, and implement the results. 

 

When the Study began in 2019, 9 configurations were considered.  These have now been reduced 

to three alternatives, which were the primary focus of discussions at the meeting:  

 

A: Separated bike lanes with peak-restricted parking (peak bus lane) 

B: Separated bike lanes with full-time parking (no bus lane) 

C: Median adjacent separated bike lanes (peak bus lane) 

 

Participants offered substantive comments and the DDOT team responded to many questions.  

DDOT does not think the project can be speeded up; completing the design will take through 

2021, there are a number of cycle tracks ahead of this in the pipeline, and avoidance with other 

projects on the corridor.  Traffic studies are available for review.  Order of increasing vehicle 

travel impact: Option A, C, B; but all options will reduce speeds.  Closure of slip lanes at 8th 

Street reduce interaction points.  Will not divert much through traffic onto Independence 

Avenue; Pennsylvania Avenue will still be the fastest route. Preference for bike/car barriers to be 

 
1 The presentation is available at http://www.pennavese.com/ 
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concrete or metal rather than plastic bollards.  Creating bike lanes through Penn-Potomac 

challenging because the EA requires 3 travel lanes; maybe could squeeze out 5 feet width 

protective lane.  Bicyclist left turns from center lanes (alternative C) could be enhanced by traffic 

signaling.  No clear whether A or B provides better safety for boarding/disembarking bus 

passengers. Pedestrians will be taken into account by signal timings at intersections but no 

changes in sidewalks expected.   

 

DDOT asked for more feedback via the website or direct to Study teams and said a statement of 

support would be welcome. 

 

The Committee took no action but suggested that it may do so at its next meeting in September. 

 

Request to DDOT to Temporarily Convert Selected Parking Lanes to Pedestrian 

Walkways 

Commissioner Oldenburg told the Committee that during a walk along Barracks Row recently, 

she discovered that the sidewalk cafes were situated too far out into the sidewalk for pedestrians 

to maintain a Covid-19 Safe 6-foot distance from other pedestrians and from patrons seated in 

the sidewalk cafes.   Martin Smith, Executive Director of Barracks Row Main Street, responded 

to her complaint saying he has heard this problem from others and asked Commissioner 

Oldenburg for her help in having the ANC address the issue. 

 

After some discussion, Commissioner Oldenburg moved (with a second by Commissioner 

Ready) that the Committee recommend that the ANC ask DDOT to remove the curbside parking 

along the west side of the 500 block of 8th Street SE and convert it into a pedestrian walkway.  

The Committee supported the motion by unanimous consent and placed the matter on the ANC 

consent agenda. 
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DRAFT LETTER TO DDOT 

 

Andrew DeFrank 

District Department of Transportation 

55 M Street SE 

Washington, DC 20003  

 

VIA email: ancresolutions@ddot.dc.gov, [vision zero email] 

 

RE: Request to Remove Curbside Parking on the 500 Block of 8th Street SE 

 

At a properly noticed regular meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission 6B on July 14, 

2020, with a quorum present, the Commission voted x-x-x to ask DDOT to remove the curbside 

parking along the west side of the 500 block of 8th Street SE and convert the space into a 

pedestrian walkway.  

 

The Commission has determined that the sidewalk cafes along this block are situated too far out 

into the sidewalk for pedestrians to maintain a Covid-19 Safe 6-foot distance from other 

pedestrians and from patrons seated, often without masks, in the sidewalk cafes and asks that this 

change be retained until the Covid-19 public health emergency ends.  The existing space on the 

sidewalk should be maintained for those with ADA issues. 

 

Please contact Commissioner Kirsten Oldenburg, ANC 6B Transportation Committee Chair at 

202-546-8542 or 6B04@anc.dc.gov, if you have any questions about this request or need further 

information. 

 

[sig] 

 

Cc: Councilmember Charles Allen; Martin Smith, BRMS,  

    


